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Greek god of art painting

The Birth of Venus, Sandro Botticelli, 1483 - 1485, From the collection of: Uffizi GalleryThe Birth of Venus is probably Botticelli's most famous painting. Venus rises from the sea, resembling a classical statue and floating on a shell, in what is surely one of the most recognizable images in art history. On the
right of Venus is Zephyrus, God of the Winds, he carries with him the gentle breeze Aura and together they blow the Goddess of Love to the ground. The Horae, goddess of the Seasons, waits to receive Venus and lays out a robe covered with flowers in preparation for the arrival of the Goddess of Love.
Mythological scene, Dosso Dossi (Giovanni di Niccolo de Lutero) (Italian (Ferrarese), circa 1490 - 1542), circa 1524, From the collection of: The J. Paul Getty MuseumThe greedy in the sky, the lush setting, and the sensual nude lying on a bed of flowers indicate that the subject of this painting is love. The
male figure on the right is the Greek god Pan, a satyr who personifies lust. The sleeping nude in the foreground may be the nymph Echo, and the old woman in the center of the group could be Echo's protective terra. Next to the old woman and dressed in a green dress, the red cape and armor is a
mysterious woman and yet to be identified. Ovid describes at length how the young Prince Actaeon, hunting in the forest, accidentally fell on the cave where Diana and her companion were swimming. To punish him for the glimpse of divine nudity, the goddess turned him into a deer. He was chased and
torn to pieces by his own dogs. The painting represents when Actaeon sprouted from the woods. He staggers backwards like his own dogs spring to him. Diane the Huntsman, Horseman of Arpino, 1601/1603, From the collection of: Musei CapitoliniIn Roman mythology, Diana meaning heavenly or ivi was
the goddess of hunting, the moon and birth, being associated with wild animals and woods, and having the power to speak and control animals. She was assimilated to the Greek goddess Artemis, although she had an independent origin in Italy. Diana was worshipped in the ancient Roman religion and is
revered in Roman neotganism and Stregheria. Diana was known to be the virgin goddess of childbirth and women. She was one of the three girl goddesses, Diana, Minerva and Vesta, who swore never to marry. Diana Cesari has an oval face, blond hair and dark eyes, flowing classic drapery, wears a
bow and arrow, and is accompanied by two dogs. In Greek mythology, Nessus was a famous centaur who was killed by Heracles, and whose contaminated blood in turn killed Heracles. Nessus tried to make her way with Heracles' wife, Deianira, after crossing it across the Euenos River, but she was by
Heracles, who shot the centaur with a poisoned arrow. As he was dying, Nessus persuaded Deianira to take a sample of her blood, telling her that a potion made of it mixed with olive oil would that Heracles would never be unfaithful again. When Deianeira's confidence in Heracles declined, she spilled the
blood of the centaur on a robe and gave it to her. Heracles went to a gathering of heroes, where his passion took over him. Meanwhile, Deianeira accidentally poured some of the centaur's blood to the ground. To his horror, he began to smoke by the rising sunlight. She immediately recognized him as a
poison and sent her messenger to warn Heracles, but it was too late. Heracles lay dying slowly and painfully as the dress burned her skin. In Achelous and Hercules Thomas Bulfinch uses mythology to represent a modern question. As the god of the river, Achelous normally provides food irrigation but
takes the form of a destructive bull at the time of the floods. Hercules' conquest of the god of the river was to evoke the capture of the Missouri waterways by the pioneers of Kansas City; The horn that Hercules plucks from Achelous' head symbolizes the cornucopia of Midwest agriculture. Deianira, on
which Hercules and Achelous fought, represents fertility. It sits on a proleptic cornucopia — the horn of the bull has not yet been severed — from which the fruits and vegetables pour out. The wood in the foreground provides an important natural resource while clearing land for agriculture. The Midwest is



seen as abundant and fertile and full of promise. Benton wrote this description of the painting: History is therefore applicable to our own land, It corresponds to our Missouri River, which still needs the attention of a Hercules. In Greek mythology, Andromeda is the daughter of Cepheus, an Aethiopian king,
and Cassiopeia. When Cassiopeia boasts that Andromeda is more beautiful than the Nereids, Poseidon, influenced by Hades, sends a sea monster, Cetus, to ravage Aethiopia as divine punishment. Andromeda is stripped and chained naked to a rock as a sacrifice for sate the monster, but is saved from
death by Perseus.La Primavera (Spring), Filipepi Botticelli, 1481 - 1482, From the collection of: Gallery Uffizi The original title of this painting is unknown. It was first called La Primavera by artist/art historian Giorgio Vasari, who only saw it about 70 years after it was painted. Various interpretations of the
figures have been stated, but it is generally accepted that at least at one level painting is, an elaborate mythological allegory of the world's nascent fertility. Pandora was the first mortal woman, created by Vulcan on Jupiter's orders to punish man for the impicious acts of Prometheus. Vulcan, the god of
blacksmiths, shaped Pandora from clay from the earth and all the gods have gifts. This included a box of Jupiter who asked her to give it to her husband. Mercury took Pandora to Prometheus, but he could see through this turn of the gods and sent him. Prometheus' brother, Epimetheus, was not so
intelligent and married married When he opened the box, came out of the pains and aches that were spreading throughout the world and which would never cease to afflict the human race. All that remained in the box was hope, as all humanity can count on during times of turmoil and conflict. Pandora is
shown being crowned with a garland by the Seasons that drift over it. On the right is Venus with Cupid and crouching on the left is Vulcan, its creator. Shortly before his death, Makart had completed fanlight paintings depicting classic paint heroes and their favorite materials. The powerful allegorical figure
holds in her left hand a statuette of Nike the goddess of victory. With her right hand, she points a stylus at a still-blank canvas held by a youth genius, while a corresponding figure in front leans over a reflective shield. The one who is victorious is interpreted in this way as the one who creates a rai
resemblance. The figure that is slightly out of the center in this painting is often identified as Pomona, the goddess of fruit trees. The figures that surround it are easily recognized as nymphs and satyrs. The work is supposed to refer to the Ovid myth of the introduction of the horn of abundance. The deities
of art are a form of religious iconography incorporated into the artistic compositions of many religions as a devotion to their respective gods and goddesses. Commonly used throughout history as a means of gaining a deeper connection with a particular deity or as a sign of respect and devotion to the
divine being. Wikipedia list article This is a list of world deities that are associated with the arts. This article has no lead section. Please help by adding an introductory section to this article. For more information, see the layout guide and guidelines in the main section of Wikipedia to ensure that the section
will include all the essential details. Please discuss this issue on the article page. (May 2020) (Find out how and when to delete this template message) Africa and Middle East Afro Asian Middle East Canaanite Kotar or Kothar-wa-Khasis Egyptian Bastet Bes Hathor Isis Meret Ptah Mesopotamien Ishtar
Nuska Western Eurasia Celtic Abhean Brigid Gwydion Norse-Germanic Bragi Odin Greaco-Roman Etruscan Menrva Greek Hell / Apollo Athena Dionysos Muses Mnemosyne Pan Roman Apollo Minerva Anatolian West Asia - Urarte Arubani Hindu-Védic Saraswati Uralic V-inininen Asia-Pacific / Oceania
Far East Asia Chinese Cao Guojiu, patron god of the theater [1] Han Xiangzi Nàwa Zhang Guolao, who carries a Japanese drum fish Ame-no-Uzume-no-Mikoto Benzaiten Filipino Main Article: List of Filipino mythological figures Rirryaw A'il: A-ilos place spirit who played music and sang inside a cave in
Sabtang, while lighting the fire; would have changed residence after being disturbed by a man[2] Mamiyo: the Ifugao skein stretcher, one of the twenty-three deities presiding over the art of weaving[3] Monlolot: the ifugao yarn ventier on the spindle, one of the twenty-three deities presiding over the art of
weaving[4] Tumungkuyan: the leaders of the Salakap of Batak beliefs who paint tree trunks that support the sky using the blood of the epidemic-death[5] Bait Pandi: the bagobo goddess of the weavers who taught women weaving[6] Fu Dalu: the goddess T'boli of abaca; talk and guide weavers on how to
create patterns and drawings, which are recalled in dreams[7] Hawaiian Polynesian Lono Pele Native Americas North America Kokopelli (shared between various Southwestern Native American mythologies) Grand Master Everson (West Virginia Mythology) Central America and the Caribbean Aztec
Huztec-yotl Xochipilli Haitian Vodou Erzulie Master Time References - Fang, Jing Pei (2004). Symbols and rebus in Chinese art: figures, insects, beasts and flowers. Berkeley: Ten Speed Press. 68. ISBN 9781580085519. Hornedo, F. H. (1980). Philippine Studies Vol. 28, No. 1: The World and The Ways
of the Ivatan Aitu. Ateneo University of Manila. Zaide, S. M. (1999). The Philippines: a unique nation. All Nations Editions. Zaide, S. M. (1999). The Philippines: a unique nation. All Nations Editions. Fox, R. B. (1982). Religion and Society Among the Tagbanuas of Palawan Island, Philippines. Manila:
National Museum. Jocano, F. L. (1969). Philippine mythology. Quezon City: Capitol Publishing House Inc. - Paterno, M., Castro, S., Javellana, R., Alvina, C. (2001). Mr. Dreamweavers. Makati City: Signet. Excerpt from
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